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RESEARCH MEMORANDUM 
FULL- SCALE WIND-TUNNEL TESTS OF A 350 SWEPTBACK 
WING AIRPLANE WITH HIGH-VELOCITY BLOWING 
OVER THE TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS 
By Mark W. Kelly and William H. Tolhurst, Jr. 
SUMMARY 
A wind-tunnel investigation was made to determine the effects of 
ejecting high -velocity air near t he leading edge of plain trailing- edge 
flaps on a 350 sweptback wing . The tests were made with flap deflections 
from 450 to 850 and with pressure ratios across the flap nozzles from sub -
critical up to 2. 9 . A limited study of t he effects of nozzle location and 
configuration on the effi ci ency of the flap was made . Measurements of the 
lift, drag , and pitching moment were made for Reynolds numbers from 5 .8 to 
10.lX106 • Measurements were also made of the weight rate of flow, pres -
sure, and temperature of t he air supplied to t he flap nozzles. 
The re sults showed that blowing on the deflected flap produced lar ge 
flap lift increments . The amount of air required to prevent flow separa-
tion on the flap was s i gnificant l y les s t han that estimated from published 
two-dimensional data . When the amount of air ejected over t he flap was 
just sufficient to prevent flow separation , the lift increment obtained 
agreed well with l i near inviscid fluid t heory up to flap deflections of 
600 • The flap lift increment at 850 flap deflection was about 80 percent 
of that predicted theoret i cally . Wi t h larger amounts of air blown over 
the flap, these lift increments could be signifi cantl y increased. It was 
found that the performance of the flap was relatively insensitive to the 
location of the flap nozzle, to spacers in the nozzle, and to flow disturb -
ances such as those caused by l eading - edge s lats or discont inuities on the 
wing or flap surface . 
Analysis of the resul ts indicated that installation of this system 
on an F-86 airplane is feasible . 
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INTRODUCTION 
The trends of high - speed airplane design to high wing loadings and 
to configurations having low maximum usable lift coefficients have resulted 
in renewed interest in t he application of boundary - layer control to attain 
high lift . Particular interest has been directed toward the application 
of boundary~layer control at the wing leading edge to delay the stall to 
higher angles of attack (ref . 1) and to the use of boundary- layer control 
on trailing- edge flaps to provi de high lifts at low angles of attack 
(ref . 2). Two methods of appl ying boundary- layer control to trailing- edge 
flaps have been developed sufficiently to be considered for application to 
production aircraft . One method utilizes suction through a porous area 
near the flap leading edge) while the other utili zes a high-velocity air 
jet directed over the flap upper surface. These two installati ons are 
usually referred to as the area - suction flap and the blowing flap) 
respectively . 
Flow separation is prevented on t h e area - suction flap by removing 
the low- energy portion of the boundary - layer air as it passes over the 
leading edge of the flap . Once flow separation has been eliminated) no 
further significant increases in lift are obtained by additional suction . 
I t has been shown ( ref . 2) t hat t he lift increment produced with area suc -
tion depends on the quantity of boundary-layer air removed . The pumping 
power requirements of the area-suction flap are relatively low) since only 
a small amount of air must be removed from the f lap and the pump pressure 
ratios required are not large . 
Flow separation is prevented on the blowing flap by utilizing a high -
velocity jet of air to re - energize the boundary layer as it passes over the 
leading edge of the flap (ref. 3). Unlike the area-suction flap) the blow-
ing flap produces additi onal gains in lift when flows i n excess of that 
required for attachment are used . The investigation of reference 3 indi -
cated that the momentum of t he air ejected over the flap determines t he 
effectiveness of a blowing flap. If this concept is valid) then it should 
be possible to obtain the same aerodynamic performance from a blowing flap 
by using either high jet velocities and low mass -flow rates or low jet 
velocities and high mass -flow rates . This is a consideration of some 
importance ) because it indicates that the flow and pressure requirements 
of a blOwing flap are quite elasti c and can be satisfied by many different 
pumping systems . 
As pointed out in reference 3) a moderate amount of high - pressure air) 
which may be sufficient to satisfy the requirements of a blowing flap) can 
be bled from the compressor of a tur bojet engine . However) since the 
engine performance deteriorates rapi dly as the amount of bleed air is 
increased) it is important that the mass -flow requirements of the blowing 
flap be kept as low as possible . While the mass -flow requirements for a 
given jet momentum may obviously be minimized by using the highest possibl e 
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jet velocities, there is also the possibility t hat the mass -flow require-
ments may be further reduced by caref~l design of the flap itself, so that 
the jet momentum required to obtain the desired lift is decreased. There-
fore, a preli minary , small - scale, two - dimensional test was made to investi-
gate the effects of flap configuration on t he momentum requi rements of 
blowing flaps. Two models were used: One was a single-slotted flap 
arrangem~nt with the nozzle located in the wing just ahead of the flap 
(such as that used in the investigation of ref. 3)j the other was a plain 
flap configuration with the nozzle located on the upper surface of the 
flap near t he point of minimum pressure . it was found that t he momentum 
requirements of the plain flap were significantly less than t hose of t he 
slotted flap. It was also found that the plain flap maintained its effec -
tiveness to higher flap deflections than did the s l otted flap . Comparison 
of data from other sources (refs. 4 and 5) show similar results in t hat 
the lift effectiveness and momentum requirements of slotted flaps (wit h 
blowing ahead of the slot) were generally improved when the slot was 
reduced or eliminated . I t was therefore de c ided to further investigate 
a plain blowing-flap configuration on a swept wing at full-scale Reynolds 
numbers. 
The purpos e of this investigation was to provide full-scale, t hree-
dimensional aerodynamic data for a swept-wing a irplane having blowing 
flaps. I t was a lso de~ired to obtain information which would enable appli-
cation of t he results to a irplanes other than the particular one tested. 
In view of the fact that t he most promising source of air for this type 
installation would be compressor bleed air from turbojet engines, and since 
a wide range of bleed-air pressures is available from various engines, spe-
cial effort was made to determine whether the momentum of the air ejected 
over the flap was t he sole parameter determining flap lift effectiveness 
over a relatively wide range of nozzle pressure ratios . Since each air-
plane incorporating blowing flaps will probably represent a different 
structural problem, this investigation included studies of the effects of 
nozzle location , discontinuities on the flap upper surface, and spacers 
in the nozzle itself. Finally , to fur t her aid in generalization, an analy-
sis was made which was directed at evaluating t he accuracy of predi ctions 
of lift increments and momentum requirements which could be made from 
theory and two - dimensional data. 
NOTATION 
a velocity of sound, f t /sec 
A area, sq ft 
b wing span, ft 
c wing chord parallel to plane of symmet r y , ft 
4 
CI-l 
d 
g 
hs 
Mj 
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horizontal-tail chord, parallel to plane of symmetry, ft 
21b/2 mean aerodynamic chord, - c2Uy 
S 0 
drag drag coefficient, <loS 
increment of drag coefficient due to flaps 
lift lift coefficient, qoS 
increment of lift coefficient due to flaps 
pitching-moment coefficient, pitching moment 
qoSe 
increment of pitching-moment coefficient due to flaps 
~ flow coefficient, wUoS 
Wj/g 
momentum coefficient, ---- V· qoS J 
rate of change of lift coefficient with flap deflection 
for full wing - chord flap (given as CL5 in ref. 6) 
1 
distance from engine thrust line to moment center, positive 
when thrust line is above moment center, f t 
flap lift-effectiveness parameter 
WEVTP 
gross thrust from engine, lb g 
WEUo 
net thrust from engine, FG - --g--' lb 
acceleration of gravity, 32.2 ft/sec 2 
nozzle height, in. 
Vj jet Mach number, a 
cONlnmmnAL 
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p static pressure, lb/sq ft 
Pt total pressure, lb/sq ft 
Pd total pressure in flap duct, Ib/sq ft 
q 
Pd - Po 
.duct pressure coefficient, 
suction 
dynamic pressure, lb/sq ft 
Po - Pd 
for blowing, 
5 
for 
R 
UoC. Reynolds number, v ' or gas constant for air, 1715 sq ft/sec 2 OR 
S 
Sf 
T 
u 
V· J 
wing area, sq ft 
wing area spanned by flaps, sq ft 
o temperature, R 
velocity, ft/sec 
jet velocity assuming isentropic expansion, 
l2_71 RTd[ (~~i;~, ftfsec 
VTP velocity at exit of engine tail pipe, ft/sec 
W weight rate of flow, lb/sec 
w specific weight of air ~t standard conditions, 0.0765 Ib/cu ft 
x distance along airfoil chord normal to wing quarter-chord 
line, in. 
y spanwise distance perpendicular to plane of symmetry, ft 
z height in inches above wing reference plane defined by quarter-
chord line and the chord of the wing section at 0.663 b/2 
A sweep angle, deg 
a angle of attack of fuselage reference line, deg 
Of flap deflection, measured normal to flap hinge line (given 
as Q in ref. 6), deg 
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§'f flap deflection, measured in a plane parallel to the plane of 
symmetry (given as 0 in ref. 6) , deg 
v kinematic viscosity of air , ft2jsec 
E angle between engine tail pipe and fuselage reference line, 
deg (+6 .50 ) 
~ pump efficiency 
ratio of specific heats for air, 1.4 
p mass density of air, slugs/cu ft 
e angul ar distance between flap nozzle and a line drawn t h rough 
the flap hinge line perpendicular to the wing chord plane, 
(fig . 12) 
Subscripts 
BP conditions at engine compressor bleed ports 
d trailing- edge flap duct 
E engine 
f trailing- edge flaps 
i engine intake 
j flap jet 
o free stream 
u uncorrected 
TP engine tail pipe 
2D two - dimensional 
C~~ENTIAL 
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MODEL AND APPARATUS 
Airplane 
The model consisted of a YF -86D airplane on which the normal single-
slotted flaps had been replaced by plain- type blowing flaps. A photograph 
showing the general arrangement of the airplane installed in the Ames 40-
by 80-foot wind tunnel is presented in figure 1 . The major dimensions 
and parameters of aerodynamic importance are shown in figure 2. The air-
foil section at the wing root was an NACA 0012 - 64 (modified) and at the 
wing tip was an NACA 0011- 64 (modified). The ordinates of the airfoil sec-
tions are given in table I . Detailed information for the wing and flaps 
is given in figure 3. Static - pressure orifices were installed in the after-
portion of the flap upper surface so that the degree of flow separation 
could be estimated. 
Flap Nozzles 
The nozzle was essentially a slit in the flap upper surface extending 
over the full span of the flap. A section view of the nozzle is shown in 
figure 3. The nozzle blocks were machined from cold rolled mild steel 
stock and were fastened to the top wall of the flap duct with countersunk 
machine screws . Various nozzle heights were ootained by shimming the for-
ward nozzle block . This assembly was made rigid enough to hold the nozzle 
deflections, under load, to acceptable values without the use of fasteners 
or spacers in the high-velocity portion of the nozzle. For part of the 
investigation, spacers were simulated by cementing small rectangular pieces 
of gasket material at regular intervals in the nozzle. Measurements of the 
height of the nozzle along the span of the flap are shown in figure 3(b) 
for the nozzle heights used in this investigation . It is seen that, even 
with the heavy nozzle construction utilized for the wind-tunnel model, the 
percent discrepancies in nozzle height are appreciable. Also presented 
in figure 3(b) are measurements taken with flow through the nozzle to show 
the change in nozzle height due to temperature and pressure effects. 
In 'order to investigate t he effects of chordwise location of the 
nozzle on the effectiveness of the flap, the flap duct was constructed so 
that it could be rotated about . the flap hinge line independently of the 
flap itself. For most of the investigation the nozzle was located at an 
angular setting (e) equal to one -half the flap deflection. 
CONN];DENTEAL 
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Engine and Ducting 
For these tests, the J -47 turbojet engine normally used in t he air -
plane was replaced by a modified J -34 engine . (Thi s was done only because 
spare J-47 engines were not available.) The modifications to the J -34 con-
sisted of (1) enlarging the compressor bleed ports so that ~arger quanti-
ties of air could be extracted from the engine -compressor, (2) opening up 
the tail-pipe nozzle slightly to avoid higher than allowable tail-pipe 
temperatures when the engine was operated with large amounts of air bleed, 
and (3) replacing the compressor bleed-air manifold with larger ducting to 
handle the high flow rates with low pressure loss. The amount of air 
delivered to the flaps was controlled by a butterfly valve in each duct . 
The general arrangement of the modified engine mounted on a test stand 
is shown in figure 4. A sketch of the engine and ducting used in the air-
plane is shown in figure 5 . 
The weight rate of flow to each flap was obtained from total - pressure, 
static -pressure, and temperature measurements at stations 1 and 2. This 
system was calibrated using a thin plate orifice. The total-pressure and 
temperature measurements used for calculating the jet momentum were taken 
at the entrance to the flap duct (stations 3 and 4 in fig. 5). Static -
pressure and temperature measurements were also made at the outboard end 
of the flap duct to obtain an estimate of the spanwise variation of the 
jet momentum. 
TESTS 
Range of Variables 
The investigation covered a range of angles of attack from _20 to 
+23° and Reynolds numbers from 5.8 to 10 .lxl06 . These Reynolds numbers 
were based on the mean aerodynamic ' chord of the airplane -(8.08 ft) and 
correspon~ to free-stream dynamic pressures from 15 to 55 pounds per 
square foot. The range of flap deflections investigated was from 450 to 
85° . The pressure ratio (Pd/Po) furnished to the flap nozzles was varied 
from subcritical up to approximately 2. 9 and the quantity flows were from 
o to 6 .1 pounds per second. In order to utilize this range of pressure 
ratios the height of the flap nozzle was changed from approximately 0 .065 
inch to 0.016 inch. _ The airplane was tested with and without t he horizon-
tal tail, and with and without the leading-edge slats extended . 
.. - - ------ ---- -------------
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Method of Testing 
To define completely the aerodynamic characteri s tics of the airplane 
as a function of flap jet momentum, it would have been necessary to obtain 
data for various jet momentum flows throughout the angle-of-attack range. 
However, in order to expedite the tests, the momentum flow was varied at 
only three angles of attack, 00 , 80 , and 120. (The angle of attack for max-
imum lift with leading·-edge slats retracted was near 120 .) The additional 
information required to obtain typical lift, drag, and pitching-moment data 
for t he airplane was obtained by testing at several other angles of attack 
with a constant jet momentum well above that required for flow attachment. 
Measurement of Engine Thrust 
Since a turbOje t engine mounted in the fuselage was us ed as the source 
of high-pressure air for t he flap nozzles, · it was necessary to correct the 
measured force data for the effe cts of engine thrust. The engine thrust 
was obtained from both a static -thrust calibration using the wind-tunnel 
balance system, and from · total- and static-pressure measurements at the 
engine inlet and tail-pipe nozzle. Gross thrust was obtained from the 
tail-pipe total-pressure measurements by the use of the following equation: 
The coefficient C was determined. by solving for C in the above equation 
with values of FG obtained from the static-thrust calibration. The net 
thrust of the engine was obtained by subtracting the ram drag from the 
gross thrust . 
The weight rate of flow through the engine, WE' was obtained from t he pres-
sure measurements at the engine compressor intake by the following equa-
tion: 
Values of engine net thrust obtained from the static-thrust calibration 
and from the pressure measurements were in good agreement (±2 percent). 
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CORRECTIONS 
Effects of Engine Thrust 
The force data obtained from the wind-tunnel balance system were cor -
rected for the effects of engine thrust as foll ows: 
CL total lift 
FN 
sin(a. + E) - --qoS qoS 
total drag FN CD + --s cos(a + E) qoS qo 
Cm 
total moment Frfl-
qoSC + qoSc 
The force due to turning the englne air at the inlet is not accounted for 
in these corrections, since computations indicated that this force was 
negligible. 
Effects of Wirtd-Tunnel -Wall Interference 
The following corrections for tunnel -wall effects were made: 
a 
Cm + 0 .00691 CL (for tail - on tests only) u u 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Typical Aerodynamic Characteristics 
Correlation of momentum coeffi cient with blowing-flap performance . -
One of the first objectives of the test program was to establish whether 
the effe ctiveness of a particular blowing- flap configuration was de-termined 
-- ---- - - -- - - - ~----- ---------------
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sol e ly by the momentum of the air ejected over the f l ap. Thi s was done 
by maki ng a seri e s of tests on the same basic flap configuration with 
variou s nozz l e openings. Typical results of the s e t est s ar e presented 
in f i gure 6 ( a ). I t should be noted that, a lthou gh the nozzle opening was 
changed f r om a value of 0 .016 inch to 0 . 065 inch (corresponding to values 
of h s / c from 0 .00017 to 0 . 00067) , good correlation with momentum coef-
f ici ent i s obtained. The data presented in figure 6(a) cover a range of 
no zzle pr essure ratios from subcritical up to 2. 9 , and therefore ·a range 
of expanded jet velocities from subsonic to supersonic. It - should be 
noted t hat no 'particular aerodynamic difficulties or benefits are asso-
ciatedwith either subsonic or supersonic jet velocities, at least within 
the range of pressure r atios available for these tests. Corresponding 
variations of lift coefficient with flow coefficient and duct pressure 
c oefficient are shown in figures 6(b) and 6(c) , respectively. Here it is 
seen t hat t he effects of nozzle height are significant, and that values 
of f l ow coefficient or pressure coefficient are meaningless unless the 
nozzl e height i s specified . While the data presented in figure 6 are 
for 00 angl e of attack only, similar results were obtained at 80 and 120 
angle of attack. Thus, within the limits of this investigation, it' appears 
t hat b l owing-flap effectiveness on swept wings is determined by the momen-
tum of the air ejected over the flap . This same result was obtained in 
t h e two-dimensional investigation of reference 3. However, as pointed out 
in reference 5, this degree of correlation with momentum coefficient has 
n ot always b een obtained in other investigations, particularly those using 
l ow-pressure air where the jet velocity is of ,the same order of magnitude 
a s t he f r ee-stream velocity . 
Typi cal effects 01 blowing on lift, drag, and pitching-moment 
characteristi cs. - Figure 7 presents the tail -off lift , drag, and pitching-
moment characteristics of the airplane with various flap deflections with 
and without blowing . (All data presented in this report were obtained with 
the leading-edge slats in and locked and the tail off unless otherwise 
s pe cified.) The data obtained with blowing were taken at constant values 
of momentum coefficient which were more than sufficient to provide attached 
flow for ea ch ~lap deflection . It is seen that blowing over the flap pro-
duced the t ype of lift and pitching-moment increments which would be 
expected f r om substantial increases in flap effectiveness. The -drag coef-
ficient for a given flap deflection was increased by blowing. This may be 
surprising in view of the fact that blowing over the flap should reduce the 
amount of flow separation and hence the profile drag of the flap. However, 
it must be remembered that the total airplane drag is the sum of both pro-
file and induced drag. Since the total drag was increased by blOwing, 
while t he profile drag was decreased, it must be concluded that blowing 
over the flaps resulted in an increase in induced drag. The use of a short 
span, highly effective flap will always cause a significant distortion of 
the wing span loading and a resulting increase in the induced drag of the 
wing . The order of magnitude of t his induced drag can be estimated from 
t he t heory of r eference 6 . It should be noted that t his induced drag 
i nc r ement is a function of flap span and is more for small span flaps than 
i t is f or large s pan flaps . 
CONFIDENTIAL 
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The data presented in figure 7 were obtained with the flap nozzle 
l ocated at an angular setting (e) equal to one - hal f the flap defl ection , 
as previously pointed out in the secti on "MODEL AND APPARATUS ." This was 
done because previous r esearch (ref . 2) had indicated that this setting 
would put the nozzle near the minimum-pressure poi nt on the f l ap , and thi s 
was believed to be near t he opt imum location . Subsequent testing to deter-
mine the effeGts of nozzle location ( see the section entitled "Nozzle 
l ocation , It p O. 14) indicated that this location was , in fact, near the opti-
mum. However, the flap was relatively insensitive to nozzle position and 
the data presented in figure 7 are typical of those which would be obtained 
with the nozzle l ocated anywhere between the minimum-pressure poi~t on the 
flap and the wing.fl~p juncture. 
Figures 7(b), ( c ), and (d) present the variation of lift, drag, and 
pitching-moment coefficient with momentum coeffi cient . As mentioned pre -
viously, the momentum coeffi cient was varied onl y at uncorrected angles 
of a ttack of 00 , 80 , and 120 . (The momentum coeffi c i ent was not varied at 
120 angle of attack for flap deflections of 750 and 850 since, with these 
flap deflections, the wing had already passed maximum lift .) Figure 7(b) 
shows that , as the momentum coefficient was increased, the lift at first 
increased rapidly but t hen the rate of increase fell off to a relatively 
low value. Static.press~re measurements on the upper surface of t he flap 
indicated that the initial rapid increase in lift was associated with the 
control of the boundary layer on the flap. The additional lift obtained 
after toe f~ow was attach~d was probably associated wi t h an increase i n 
wing circulation induced by the jet flow over t he flap. The exact nature 
of this phenomenon is not completely. understood at this t ime. 
The data pr~sented i n figure 7(b) indi cate that the momentum coeffi-
cient required for a given flap lift increment is relatively low when t he 
flap .deflection is large enough so t hat the desired lift is obtained by 
us i ng blowing primarily for boundary-layer control rather than to provide 
jet-induced circulati on. However , there may be applications where the 
required momentum coefficient is not cri t i cal, but wher.e either the drag 
Dr pitching~moment incr~ase associated wi t h increased flap effectiveness 
is critical. Figure 8 (a), cross-plotted from fi gure 7 ( c ) shows the drag 
·coeffi cients associated wi t h given lift coeffi cients at 06 uncorrected 
angle of attack for variol.ls flap deflections . It is seen that minimum ", 
drag for a given lift coeffici ent is obtained when the smaller flap deflec~· 
tions are used with suffiCi ently large momentum coefficients . However, if 
these momentum coefficients are obtained by bleeding air from turboj e t -' 
engines, the use of large momentum coefficients will generally result in 
high thrust loss from the engi ne . Since it is usually t hrust minus drag 
-which is 'of concern, the selection of the proper flap deflection and momen-
tum coefficient for a particular application will entail an analysis of 
poth the aerodynamics of t h e blowing flap and the thrust versus bleed- air 
characteristics of t h e engine being used . Figure 8 (b ) presents a s imilar 
plot of pitching -moment coeffi c i ent against momentum coeffi cient for a 
given lift coefficient at 00 angle of attack . This pl ot indicates t hat 
CO~IAL 
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the mlnlm~ pitching moment is obtai ned wit h the higher flap deflections . 
However, the margi n of superi ority shown i n most cases is not large and, 
in view of the scatter of t he pi tching -moment data, is not believed to be 
very significant . It migh t be noted that the pitching moment per unit 
lift due to flap deflecti on is not significantl y changed by blowing. This 
is shown in the f ollowing t abl e which was obtained f rom the data presented 
in figures 7 (b ) and 7 (d) f or 00 uncorrected angl e of attack: 
Df 450 600 750 850 
Cfl 0 0.006 0 0 . 0105 0 0.0168 0 0.0255 
l::-.Cm 
- . 2 0 - . l 8 - . 2 0 - .l8 - . l8 - .l7 - .l6 - .l7 l::-.CL 
Effects of Reynolds number .- The variation of l ift coef ficient with 
momentum coeffi cient for Reynolds numbers from 5.8 to 10.lX106 is shown 
in figure 9. I t i s seen t hat no signif icant effect of Reynolds number on 
the lift increment due to b lowi ng was obtained. 
Effects of leadirig - edge slats .- Fi gures 10 (a) and (b) show the ef fect s 
of extending t he l eading - edge slats on t he aerodynamic characteristics of 
the airplane with and without blOwing on the flaps. It is s een t hat 
extending the slats had no s i gni ficant effect on the flap performa nc e , 
that is, had no effect on t he l ift i ncrement due to bl owing or the r equired 
momentum coeffi cient s . The loss i n lift at angles of attack below maximum 
lift is due pri marily t o t he nose camber effect of the slats. It should be 
noted that there i s no nonl i neari ty in t he lift curve such as that obtained 
with area - sucti on flaps in the i nvestigation of r ef erence 2, where t h e vor -
tex shed from the slat root spoil ed the flow over a portion of the flap . 
The leading- edge slat s did not provi de a s ignificant increase i n maxi mum 
lift, although they did change the t ype of stall from one that was very 
abrupt to one that was r elati vely gentl e . The pitching -moment data show 
that, with blOwing on , the leading- edge s l ats did not provide t he stable 
variation in pi tching moment at the stall that was obtai ned without b low-
ing. 
Effect of hori zontal t a il-. - Lift, drag, and pitching-moment data for 
the airplane with and without the horizontal t ail and with and without 
blowing on t he flap are shown in fi gure 11 . It is seen that with the tail 
on and at a constant lift coeffic i ent, blowing over the flap produced a 
positive pitching-moment change. This was caused by an increase -in down-
wash, and possibly dynamic pressure, in t he vicinity of the horizontal 
tail. 
14 AL 
Effects of Nozzle and Flap Configuration 
on Flow Requirements 
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Nozzle location .- Figure 12(a) presents lift coefficient as a function 
of momentum coefficient for the airplane with flaps deflected 600 having 
va~ious nozzle locations. The data indicate that, for the range of nozzle 
locations available with the flaps deflected 600 , no appreciable effect of 
nozzle location was found at angles of attack of 80 and 120 , which are in 
the range of most significance as far as landing and take -off of · the air-
plane is concerned . Figure 12(b) presents similar data with the flaps 
deflected 850 • . Here it was possible to move the nozzle far enough down-
stream on the flap so that the flow could not be attached with any value 
of momentum coefficient available. In general, these data indicate that, 
as long as the nozzle is located between the wing -flap juncture and the 
minimum- pressure point on the flap, no significant effect on flow require-
ments wil l be obtained . It should be noted that, for the case where the 
nozzle is fixed with respect to the flap, the nozzle should be positioned 
approximately at the location of the minimum- pressure point on the flap 
for the maximum flap deflection contemplated . At lower flap deflections 
the nozzle will then be ~head of the minimum-pressure point on the flap and 
satisfactory performance should be obtained . 
Effect of spacers in nozzle.- For this phase of the investigation the 
nozzle was plugged at regular spanwise intervals to simulate an interrupted 
nozzle, that is, several discrete nozzles along the flap span . Data for 
various nozzle configurations are presented in figure 13 . It is seen that 
no significant effect was obtained until nozzles 2 inches long separated 
by l - inch spacers were simulated. For this arrangement, it was found that 
the required momentum coefficient for a given lift· coefficient was somewhat 
increased . 
Effect of discontinuities on flap .- Figure 14 shows the variation of 
lift coefficient with momentum coefficient when a full - span step discon-
tinuity was placed on the flap upper surface to simulate conditions that 
might be encountered on a production installation. It was found that t he 
effect of these surface discontinuities was relatively small . However, it 
is expected that these effects would become more serious, if the break in 
the upper surface were moved closer to the nozzle. 
Comparison With Theory and Two -Dimensional Data 
The lift increment obtained by b l owing over the flaps is caused by 
two f undamentally different phenomena: boundary- layer control and circu-
lation control . The boundary- layer control effect dominates at low momen-
tum coefficients and is typified by a relatively rapid increase in lift 
coefficient with increasing momentum coeffi cient . After flow separation 
CO J'-DENTIAL 
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has been essentially eliminated, t he effe ct of circulation control becomes 
more pronounced and is characterized by a gradual and nearly linear 
increase in lift coefficient with increasing momentum coefficient. While 
it is not always possible experimentally to separate these two effects 
completely, it is convenient for the purpose of analysis to attempt to 
identify (1) the lift increment due to boundary -layer control, (2) the 
momentum coefficient required for boundary - layer control, and (3) the 
lift increment due to circulation control . 
Lift increment due to boundary- layer control.- Usually any large dis -
crepancies between the lift of a wing and that predicted from inviscid 
fluid theory can be attributed to flow separation. Since the application 
of boundary-layer control should reduce the amount of flow separation, it 
is reasonable to assume t hat t he lift obtained by the use of boundary-layer 
control should approximate that predicted by inviscid fluid theory. Fig-
ure 15 shows a comparison of t he flap lift inc rements due to boundary- layer 
control obtained in t his investigation with those estimated by the theory 
of reference 6 . 1 The experimental flap lift increments chosen were those 
existing when the flow over t he flap first became attached, as indicated 
by static-pressure measurements near the flap trailing edge . (The last 
pressure orifice was at approximately 98 percent chord.) The momentum 
coefficients required to eliminate flow separation for each flap deflection 
are also presented . It may be seen by referring to figure 7(b ) that these 
momentum coefficients are in t he region where. the rate of increase of lift 
coefficient with momentum coefficient falls Off. to a relatively low value. 
This affords an a l ternative , but often less precise, method of selecting 
the point of flow attachment . I t may be seen f rom figure 15 that , for 
flap deflections up to 600 , t he estimated and experi mental flap lift 
increments are in good agreement . The discrepancies between the predicted 
and experimental values at higher flap deflections are believed to be due 
1The theoretical flap effectiveness was estimated from 
For the F-86D wing 
do. 
dOf 
tan .9.f 
1.52 (from cross plot of fig. 5, ref. 6) 
0.58 (from curve for theoretical flap effective-
ness, fig . 3, ref. 6. Average Cf / C = 0.23 
perpendicular to flap hinge line ) 
cos Aftan Of ~ 0.895 tan Of 
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more to the linearizing assumptions utilized in the theory rather than t o 
an actual deterioration of the flow over the flap. Even at a flap deflec-
tion of 850 the stati c -pressure measurements on t he flaps indicated that 
attached flow was obtained . 
It should be noted that, when the t heory of reference 6 is used, the 
flap effectiveness parameter , ~/d5 , may be determined either from two-
dimensional theory or from two - dimensional experimental results. I n the 
foregoing analysis, the value of ~/d5 was computed from two- dimensional 
t hi n-airfoil theory. An effort was made to substantiate the use of this 
theoretical value by comparing available two- dimensional experimental 
results with those estimated by thin-airfoil theory. It was reali zed at 
the outset that thin-airfoil theory could not account for all factors 
determining flap effectiveness . However, it was believed that such a com-
parison would help to correlate the lift increments due to boundary- layer 
control obtained from the vari ous t wo- dimensional investigations . Such a 
correlation would provide a basis for the use of tWO-dimensional data for 
estimating the lift increments of b l owing-flap installations on various 
wing designs. It was found , however, that this correlation coul d not 
readily be made with existing two-dimensional data . For example , the 
experimental flap lift increment s due to boundary-layer control obtained 
fro~ tWo- dimensional tests i n various facilities were from 0 to 30 percent 
b elow the values estimated from thin-airfoil theory (refs. 3; 4, and 5 ). 
The reasons for these differences ar e not completely under stood at the 
present time. However, since nearly theoretical flap lift increments have 
been obtained in some of the two-dimensional investigations, and in view 
of the comparisons shown in figure 15 for the three- dimensional case, it 
is believed that the theory of reference 6 should, with ~/d5 obtained 
f r om two- dimens ional thin- airfoil theory, give realistic predictions of 
the lift increment due t o boundary-layer control. 
Momentum coefficient required for boundary-layer control .- At the 
pr esent time, no theoretical method exists for predicting the momentum 
coefficient required to pr event separation of a turbulent boundary l ayer 
in an adverse pressure gradient . Therefore, an empirical approach using 
experimental data is the only available means of estimating the momentum-
coefficient requirements of b l owing f l aps . Since most of the existing data 
for blowing flaps are from two- dimensional investigations, some method of 
applying these data to three-dimensional wings would be desirable . One 
method that has been u sed for this purpose consists of a design procedure 
similar to that outlined in Appendi x A of reference 2.2 This method has 
21f1his procedure may be stated mathematically as' 
Equivalent C = C~ ~2D (S:)COS2Af 
For the wing of this investigation 
Equivalent 
cq~lFID 
'--------_. ----- - - ---- - -------------------------
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been used to obtain the relationship between the t hree - dimensional values 
of C~ required f or flow atta chment (from fig . 15) and the "equivalent" 
two- dimensional values based On the component of the stream velocity per -
pendicular to the hinge line of the flap and the area of the wing spanned 
by the flaps . The results for the several flap deflections are as follows : 
Flap 
deflection, 
deg 
45 
60 
75 
85 
C~, 
three-dimensional 
0 . 006 
.0105 
.0168 
.0255 
Equivalent C~, 
two-dimensional 
0.019 
.034 
.054 
.082 
The above-listed values of equivalent two-dimensional c~rs are 
about 60 to 75 percent of those obtained from the small- scale, two-
dimensional investigation described in the introduction to this report . 
This could possibly be accounted for by differences between the two-
dimensional flap configurationS and that used in the three-dimensional 
tests, or by the low ReynOlds number (R = 1.66xl06 ) of the two- dimensional 
investigation~ It is ·also possible that the spanwise boundary-layer flow 
on the swept wing or some other three-dimensional effect makes the above 
simplified procedure inadequate. It might also be noted that the equiva-
lent two-dimensional C~ reqUirements computed from the data of this 
investigation are considerably below those required on the best two-
dimensional arrangements for which published data are available (refs. 3, 
4, and 5) . 
Lift increment due t o circulation control.- There is no theoretical 
procedure available at the present time for estimating the circulation 
control effect obtained by blowing over the flaps. Examination of avail-
able two-dimensional data (refs . 3, 4, and 5) indicates that after the 
flow over the flap is attached, the value of dC~/dC~ is usually between 
4 and 8. Comparable values obtained from this investtgation are from 6 
to 7. From a practical viewpoint, an accurate estimate of this portion 
of the lift increment is probably not required. For most airplane instal -
lations in the near future, the limited momentum coefficients available 
will probably restrict the lift due to circulation control to a small 
percentage of the total lift increment. 
Comparison With Area- Suction Flaps 
Since the basic wing of the model used in the i nvestigation of area-
suction flaps reported in reference 2 was the same as that used in this 
3The two-dimensional model used a 32-percent-chord flap which was 
pivoted about a point on the wing-chord plane. 
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investigation, it is possible to obtain a fair l y reliable comparison of 
the characteristics of these two types of boundar y - layer control . How-
ever , in making this comparison, the following differences in model con-
figuration should be noted : (1) the flap chord of the area-suction f lap 
was larger than that of the blowing flap, (2) the hinge line of t he area-
suction flap was farther aft than that of the blowing flap, and (3) the 
fuselages used were quite dissimilar . 
Flap lift increment . - Figure 16(a) shows a comparison of lift i ncre-
ments obtained from the ar~a- suction and blowing flaps at 00 angle of 
attack . The lift increments for the blowing flap were chosen, as in fig-
ure -15, at momentum coefficients for which the f l ow on t he flap first 
became attached . The lift increments for the suction flap were corre -
spondingly chosen near the critical flow coeffi c i ent . It is seen that 
bel ow flap deflections of 600 the lift increments obtained from the two 
flaps are comparable, but above 600 , the blowing flap appears to be more 
effective than does the area- suction flap . A point worth noting when 
conside~ing the above comparison is that larger differences in the lift 
increments would occur if the suction and blowing flow quantities were 
not limited t o those required for flow attachment . 
The maximum lift coefficient obtained from the model with area-
suction flaps was 1 .68 . (See fi g . 10(a) of. ref . 2 , data for the model 
with F - 86A leading- edge configuration and 550 f l ap defl ection .) The 
maximum lift coefficient obtained from the airpl ane wit h blowing flaps 
deflected 550 was about 1 . 70 . With either suction or blowing flaps, 
maximum lift was determined primarily by flow separation at the wing 
leading edge . Extending the l eading- edge slats did not give a significant 
increase in maximum lift for either the area- sucti on or blowing-flap 
configurati on. 
Flow and pres sure requirements .- A compari son of the variation of 
l ift coefficient with flow coefficient for the two flaps is shown in 
figure 16(b ). For this comparison, data for the blowing f lap with a 
nozzl e height of 0 . 03 inch was used since computations (presented in the 
next section) indicated that this was approximately the nozzle height 
which would be u sed on an F- 86 airplane installation . As ment i oned pre -
viously , l ower f l ow coefficients would produce the same lift coefficient 
for the b l owing flap if small er nozzles were used . However , the pressure 
rati0s required would be correspondingly larger. In order to make a more 
valid comparison between the suction and blowing flaps, the blowing flap 
was tested with a chord extens i on which gave a chord equal to that of the 
suction flap . Data for this configuration are also shown in figure 16(b) . 
Data for two ar ea- suction f lap configurations having different porous 
mat erials are presented . The curve for the area- suction flap with a 
porous material of constant thickness was obtained from figure 11 of 
reference 2 . The data for the area- suction flap with a porou s material 
of variable thickness has not been previously published in this form but 
is discussed in Appendix B of reference 2. 
1-
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A comparison of the variation of lift coefficient with duct pressure 
coefficient for the two flaps is shown in figure 16(c). Again, data for 
the b l owing flap with a nozzle height of 0 . 03 inch are presented. It is 
seen that the pressure r equirements for the blowing flap with this nozzle 
are much higher than those for the area- suction flaps. 
On applications for which it is intended to use turbine-engine com-
pressor air bleed to furnish the air required by the boundary-layer control 
system, it is well to note that, for the blowing flap, the amount of air 
required by the f lap is equal to that taken from the enginej however, for 
the area-suction flap this is not necessarily the case. Here the amount 
of air which must be extracted from the engine is determined by the pumping 
power needed to remove the required amount of air from the flap. The 
pumping power requirements of the area-suction flap are given by 
,-1 
hp = 5~og (, ' i) WfTo ~ - G;)T ] 
If compressed air from the engine compressor bleed system is used as the 
power source for the pump, then the power output of the pump is 
,-1 
hp = ~ ( , ) WBpTBP 11 - (Po)T] 550g ,- 1 t \VBP 
where ~ is the efficiency of the pump. The amount of engine bleed air 
required is determined by matching the output of the pump to the power 
requirements of the flap. This gives 
Application of this equation to the F-86 airplane flying at 120 knots with 
75-percent engine rpm (TBP = 7500 R, PBP/Po = 3) indicates that the ratio 
of engine bleed-air requirements to flap suction-air requirements would 
be about 0.46 if ejector pumps having efficiencies of 15 percent were used. 
If an air turbine driven pump having an over-all efficiency of 60 percent 
were used, this ratio would decrease to about 0 .12. 
In summary, these comparisons indicate that, at the same flap deflec-
tion, the lift increment due to boundary- layer control of the blowing flap 
is larger than that of the area-suction flap. This difference in lift may 
be increased if sufficient air is available to provide the blowing flap 
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with large values of momentum coefficient. The power requirements of the 
area- suction flaps are considerably les s than those of the blowing flaps . 
In aircraft installations where the source of power is compressed air from 
a turbojet- engine bleed- air system , these l ow power requirements result 
in l ow bleed- air requirements and correspondingly l ow engine thrust l osses 
for operation of the area- suction flap . In general , it is believed that, 
for a particular airplane the choice between these two boundary- layer con-
trol system"s will depend primarily upon the engine thrust loss, space 
available for ducting, and weight penalties rather than the differences 
in their aerodynamic characteristics . 
Application of Results to an F- 86 Airplane 
Figure 17 presents an application of the re sults of this investiga-
tion to an F - 86 airplane having a J- 47 engine . This plot shows the weight 
rate of flow versus pressure- ratio characteristics of the blowing flap, 
the engine bleed- air system, and various sizes of flap nozzles. The 
hyperbolic - shaped solid curves represent the weight rate of flow and pres-
sure ratio required to give a momentum coefficient of 0 . 012 at flight 
speeds of 100 , 120 , and 140 knots . Thi s is approximately 14 percent above 
the momentum coefficient required for flow attachment on the flap deflected 
600 • These curves were developed from the equation 
where Mj and aj/ad are obtained as functions of pressure ratio from 
isentropic flow rel ationships , and the duct temperature, Td , is obtained 
from temperature- versus pressure- ratio characteristics ?f the engine 
bleed- air system . The weight rate of flow and pressure ratios available 
from c ompres sor air bleed on the J- 47 engine at various engine speeds are 
shown as dashed lines in figure 17 . (It should be noted that the pressure 
ratios given here are those existing at the engine compressor bleed ports. 
The pressure available at the flap nozzle will, of course, depend on the 
duct losses of the particular installation . ) The thrust losses associated 
with extracting this air fro~ the engine and the conditions where the 
allowable tail-pipe temperature will be exceeded are also shown . It is 
seen that , to obtain the specified momentum coefficient for this range of 
f light speeds , the loss in engine thrust will be approximately 3 to 7 per -
cent . The allowable tail-pipe temperature will not be exceeded for engine 
speeds below 98-percent rpm for the maximum value of air bleed considered 
here . To aid in the selection of the proper flap nozzle size , the weight 
rate of flow which can be driven through various nozzles was computed and 
I . 
I 
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is represented in figure 17 by the nearly linear broken lines. These 
curves were developed from the equation 
WJO = gp a (£2) (a*\A ° d d Pd ad) J 
21 
where (P*/Pd ) = 0.6339 and (a*/ad ) = 0 . 9129 for air flow in choked nozzles. 
The quantities Pd and ad were evaluated for air having the pressure and 
temperature conditions existing at the engine compressor bleed ports. It 
is seen that, if it is desired to have the flap fully effective for landing 
approach conditions (about 100 to 120 knots and 70- to 80-percent rpm), a 
nozzle height of 0 .02 to 0 . 03 inch should be used. For this arrangement 
the loss of engine thrust will be about 4 or 5 percent. However, if this 
same nozzle were used under take-off conditions, the thrust loss would be 
about 8 percent unless a throttle valve were used to decrease the flap duct 
pressure to values near those obtained for the landing approach condition. 
It should be noted that the selection of 600 flap deflection was made arbi-
trarily for the purpose of this example .. It is likely that .a lower flap 
deflection would prove more satisfactory for take-off, since both the drag ~ 
and engine thrust loss would be less . However, for any flap deflection 
up to 600 , these computations indicate that a blowing-flap installation 
on the F-86 airplane would produce large flap lift increments, and that 
the thrust loss from the engine would not be prohibitive. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The following conclusions have been made from analysis of the results 
of this investigation: 
1. Good correlation of blowing-flap effectiveness with momentum 
coefficient is obtained for blowing-flap installations in the range of jet-
to-free-stream velocity ratios covered in this investigation. 
2. The momentum coefficient required for flow attachment on the 
blowing flap used for this investigation is significantly less than that 
estimated from available two-dimensional data. 
3. The lift increment obtained by preventing flow separation on the 
flap can be predicted up to 600 flap deflection by the linear inviscid 
fluid theory of reference 6. 
4. Higher lift increments than those obtained by preventing flow 
separation on the flap can be achieved by increasing the momentum coeffi-
cient to values in excess of that required for flow attachment. However, 
these same lift'increments can generally be obtained with lower momentum 
L __ 
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coefficients by using larger flap deflections with blowing utilized pri -
marily for boundary- layer control, rather than to provide jet - induced 
circul ation . 
5 . For flap deflections up to 600 , the flap nozzle can be located 
on the upper surface anywhere between the minimum-pressure point on the 
flap and the wing- flap juncture without seriously affecting the flap effec-
tiveness . I f the flap nozzle is moved too far downstream of the minimum-
pressure point, a seriou s loss in flap effectiveness may result. 
6. The blowing flap is relatively insensitive to spacers or struc -
tural members in the nozzle throat . It is also insensitive to flow dis-
turbances such as those obtained from leading-edge slats or from discon-
tinuities on the surface of the wing or flap. 
7. The blowing flap of this investigation retains its effectiveness 
to higher flap deflections than does the area-suction flap of the investi-
gation reported in reference 2. At the same flap defl ection, the blowing 
flap can produce significantly higher lift increments than the area-
suction flap if momentum coefficients in excess of that required to pre-
vent flow separation on the flap are avai l able . If applied to the F-86 
airplane, the blowing flap will require slightly higher flow coefficients 
and much higher duct pressure coefficients than the area- suction flap . 
In general, it is believed that the lift, drag, and pitching-moment char-
acteristics associated with each of these means of. boundary-layer control 
are similar enough that, for a particular airplane, the choice between the 
two systems will depend primarily on such factors as available pumping 
capacity and space and ducting limitations, rather than their aerodynamic 
characteristics . 
8 . Application of the results of this investigation to an analysis 
of a blowing- flap installation on an F-86 airpl ane having a J-47 turbojet 
engine indicates that such an installation is practicable . 
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Moffett Field, Calif ., Sept. 9 , 1955 
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TABLE I . - COORDINATES OF THE WING AIRFOIL SECTIONS NORMAL TO THE WING 
QUARTER-CHORD LINE AT TWO SPAN STATI ONS 
[Dimensions given in inches] 
Section at 0. 467 semi span Sect i on at 0 .857 semi span 
z z 
'x Upper Lower x Upper Lower 
surface surface surface surface 
0 0.231 
---
0 
-0.098 ---
.119 .738 -0. 307 .089 .278 -0. 464 
.239 .943 
-· 516 .177 . 420 -. 605 
. 398 1.127 -. 698 .295 ·562 -. 739 
. 597 1 .320 -.895 .443 · 701 -. 879 
.996 1.607 -1.196 . . 738 .908 -1.089 
1.992 2. 104 -1. 703 1.476 1 . 273 -1. 437 
3.984 2. 715 -2. 358 2.952 1 .730 -1 .878 
5.976 3.121 -2. 811 4. 428 2.046 -2.176 
7. 968 3. 428 -3.161 5.903 2. 290 -2. 401 
11.952 3.863 . -3·687 8 .855 2.648 - 2.722 
15·936 4.157 - 4.064 11.806 2.911 -2.944 
19 .920 4.357 - 4·364 14.758 3.104 - 3.102 
23·904 4. 480 - 4.573 17 .710 3.244 
- 3. 200 
27.888 4.533 -4.719 20.661 3·333 -3·250 
31.872 4.525 -4.800 23. 613 3.380 -3.256 
35.856 4. 444 -4.812 26.564 3·373 -3.213 
39.840 4.299 - 4.758 29.516 3·322 - 3·126 
43 .825 4.081 - 4.638 32 . 467 3· 219 -2.989 
47 .809 3.808 - 4. 452 35 . 419 3.074 -2.803 
51. 793 3. 470 -4.202 38. 370 2. 885 - 2.574 
55 ·777 3.066 -3.891 41· 322 2.650 
-2·302 
59 .761 2.603 
-3·521 44 .273 2· 374 -1.986 
a63 .745 2. 079 - 3.089 a47 .225 2.054 -1.625 
83 .681 -. 740 
--- 63 .031 . 321 -- -
L.E. radius : 1.202, L.E. radius : 0 .822, 
center at 1.201, 0 .216 center at 0 .822, -0.093 
aStr aight l i nes to trailing edge 
I 
I 
I 
,-
I 
_____ J 
l 
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Figure 1.- Photograph of the YF-86D airplane mounted in the Ames 
40- by 80 -foot wi nd tunnel . 
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Figure 2.- General arrangement of the YF -86D airplane . 
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Figure 3.- Details of wing and blowing flap. 
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Figure 4.- View of the J-34 engine with bleed-air manifolds installed. A-19472 
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(a) Variation of lift coefficient with momentum coefficient. 
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(b) Variation of lift coeffic ient with flow coefficient. 
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(c) Variation of lift coeffi cient with duct pressure coefficient. 
Figure 6.- Effect of nozzle heigh t on the flow requirements of the 
blowing flap; of = 60°, au = 0°, R = 7.5X106, tail off. 
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(a) Typical aerodynamic characteristics with and without blowing. 
Figure 7.- Effects of blOwing over the flaps on the aerodynamic characteristics of the airplane; 
R = 7.5Xl06 , tail off, hs = 0.065 inch. 
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(b ) Variation o~ lift coefficient with momentum coefficient. 
Figure 7.- Continued. 
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( c ) Variation of dra g coeffi ci ent with moment um coefficient . 
Figure 7.- Cont i nued . 
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(d) Variation of pitching-moment coefficient with momentum coefficient. 
Figure 7.- Concluded . 
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(a ) Var iat i on of drag coeffi ci ent wit h momentum coef f i cient . 
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(b) Vari ation of pi tch ing-moment coeffi c i ent with momentum coefficient . 
Fi gure 8 .- Ef fects of blowing over t he f l aps on t he aerodynami c charac -
teristi cs of the a i rplane at vari ous lif t coefficientsj R = 7 . 5Xl06 , 
tail off , hs = 0 .065 inch, au = 00 • 
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Figure 9 .- Variation of lift coeffi cient with momentum coeffic ient for 
various Reynolds numbersj of = 60°, tail off, hs = 0.040 ·inch . 
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(a ) Typical aerodynamic characteristics with and without leading-edge slats. 
Figure 10.- Effects of leading- edge slats on the aerodynamic characteristics of the airplane with 
blowing over the flapsj of = 60° , R = 7 . 5X106 , tail off, hs = 0.040 inch. 
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(b ) Variation of lift coeffici ent with momentum coefficient. 
Figure lO.- Concluded . 
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Figure 11 .- Aerodynamic characteristics of t he airplane with and without the hori zontal tail; 
of = 60°, R = 7 . 5X106 , hs = 0.040 i nch , tail i nc i dence = 0°. 
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(a) Of = 60°, hs = 0 .040 inch 
Figure l2.- Variation of lift coefficient with momentum coefficient for 
various nozzle locations; of = 60° , R = 7.5Xl06, tail off. 
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(b ) Of = 85°, hs = 0.065 inch 
Figure 12 .- Concluded . 
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Figure 13.- Variation of lift coeffi cient with momentum coefficient for 
noz zles having vari ous spacer arrangementsj 5f ·= 60° , R = 7.5X106 , 
tail off, hs = 0 .040 inch . 
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Fi gure 14 .- Variation of l i f t coefficient with momentum coef f i ci ent f or 
various di scontinuities on t he flap surfacej of ~ 60°) R = 7 . 5Xl 06 ) 
tail off, h s = 0 .040 inch . 
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Figure l5.- Comparisen-Qf-theoretical flap lift increments with those 
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(a) Variation of lift-coefficient increment with flap deflection. 
Figure 16 .- Comparison of area- suction and blowing flaps; a = 0°, 
R = 7. 5X106, tail off , 
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(b ) Variation of l ift - coeffi cient increment wit h flow coeff ic i ent j 
of = 55°. 
Figur e 16.- Continued . 
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(c) Variation of lift - coeffi c i ent increment with duct pressure 
coeffi cientj of = 55°. 
Figure 16 .- Concluded. 
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Figure 17.- Comparison of flow and pressure-ratio requirements of 
blowing flaps, compressor air bleed available from J-47 engine, 
and performance of various flap nozzles; of = 600 , C~ = 0.012. 
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